Quantification of Liquid Water Saturation in a PEM Fuel Cell Diffusion Medium Using X-ray Microtomography
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The importance of water management in a proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell has been stressed widely in the literature. 1,2 There is a great need to quantitatively measure liquid water saturation in porous layers such as gas diffusion layer (GDL), microporous layer (MPL), and catalyst layer (CL), as this is a key parameter in flooding occurrence under normal operations as well as ice formation during cold start of PEM fuel cells. The water present in these porous layers, at shutdown, may freeze under subzero temperatures and makes cold start of a PEM fuel cell difficult. In practice, a fuel cell is typically purged with inert gas such as nitrogen before shutdown to remove the liquid water from it. Quantification of liquid water inside the GDL, during the purge process, can provide significant insight into the purge mechanisms and cold start characteristics of PEM fuel cells.

Unfortunately, the need to quantitatively measure liquid water saturation in the porous layers of a fuel cell has yet to be addressed. Prior measurements of liquid water distribution in PEM fuel cells have included optical visualization using transparent fuel cells,3-5 neutron radiography,6-9 and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).10,12 Optical visualization is focused primarily on channel two-phase flow and clogging as well as liquid water distribution on the surface of GDL. Neutron radiography provides a two-dimensional map of liquid water and hence can neither distinguish between the liquid water present in various components of a fuel cell nor resolve the liquid water saturation distribution along the thickness of the GDL. In general, neutron radiographs quantify the liquid water under the assumption that all the liquid water is present in the cathode GDL. Such an assumption may not be accurate under various operating conditions. MRI is used to visualize the transport of liquid water across a polymer electrolyte membrane. However, the presence of magnetically inductive materials like carbon makes MRI unsuitable for quantifying liquid water in GDL. Recent developments in microscale visualization techniques offer new opportunities for imaging pore-scale flow and multiphase transport in porous media. In recent years, X-ray microtomography has been used widely in soil science and petroleum industry to obtain structural information such as porosity and pore topology and to image fluid transport in reservoir rocks.13-17

In the present work, we have quantitatively studied the distribution of liquid water saturation inside the GDL during purge. The main objective of this study is to assess the feasibility of using X-ray microtomography to quantify liquid water saturation in porous layers of a PEM fuel cell.

Quantification of liquid water saturation distribution in a diffusion medium is critical to establishing a basic understanding of the two-phase flow and flooding occurrence in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells. We have used X-ray microtomography to obtain high-resolution (10 × 10 × 13.4 μm), three-dimensional images of liquid water distribution in a gas diffusion layer (GDL) during gas purge. We report on temporally resolved liquid saturation profiles across the GDL thickness and demonstrate the feasibility of using X-ray microtomography to quantify liquid water distribution at the component level. The results show that the drying rate decreases exponentially with purge time and no significant liquid water removal takes place after 6 min of purge, at room temperature.
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\[ CT_{dry} = CT_{air}e_i + CT_s(1 - e) \]  

\[ CT_{wet} = CT_{air}e_i + CT_s(1 - e) \]  

The parameter \( CT_s \) can be eliminated from the calculation by subtracting every scanned image from the respective image of a dry GDL. Subtracting the scan when the GDL is completely saturated with that of the dry GDL yields

\[ CT_{wet} - CT_{dry} = (CT_w - CT_{air})e_i \]  

The variation in liquid water saturation can be found by subtracting the scan at a particular time from that of the completely saturated GDL.

\[ CT - CT_{wet} = -(CT_w - CT_{air})e(1 - s) \]

where \( CT \) and \( s \) are the average \( CT \) number and liquid saturation in a scanned voxel, respectively. Hence liquid saturation in the GDL can be given by the following equation

\[ s = \frac{CT - CT_{dry}}{CT_{wet} - CT_{dry}} \]  

The X-ray microtomography technique is also capable of quantifying the liquid water distribution at the pore level given a sufficient spatial resolution (i.e., smaller than the pore size).

### Experimental

The experimental setup consists of an X-ray CT imaging system, the OMNI-X HD600, a GDL holder, vacuum suction and gas flow system. The vacuum suction line is attached to the top part of the GDL holder. The GDL holder is in vertical orientation and a schematic representation of assembly with axis of rotation is shown in Fig. 1a. GDL is placed on the top of parallel gas channels with dimensions of 1 × 1 mm, typically used in PEM fuel cells, machined in the bottom part of the GDL holder shown in Fig. 1b. For the present study, a 200 \( \mu \)m thick Toray carbon paper with 10.24 × 10.24 mm area was used.

The GDL holder was rotated 360° in the X-ray beam while the two-dimensional array of detectors provides the attenuated views to data acquisition computer. The computer system reconstructs multiple "slices" or cross-sectional image, of attenuated values, that represent the spatial variation of CT number. In the present work, entire GDL was scanned in 15 slices along the thickness of the GDL, with the voxel dimension of 10 × 10 × 13.4 \( \mu \)m. Here, 13.4 \( \mu \)m is the thickness of each slice.

During each experiment, the GDL was first scanned in dry state, and then vacuum was applied to the top surface of GDL and liquid water allowed to flow into the GDL from the bottom. After complete saturation, the vacuum suction line and liquid water line were closed and the GDL was again scanned in the fully saturation state. These two scans provide the reference points to convert the CT number of a partially saturated GDL scan into a map of the liquid water saturation, according to Eq. 8. Note that this calibration is performed voxel by voxel by using the two reference points locally.

The GDL was then purged by flowing nitrogen at room temperature along the gas channels at 5 \( L/min \). To provide a saturation history, the GDL was rescanned periodically during the purge procedure.

### Results and Discussion

As mentioned above, the GDL was scanned in 15 slices parallel to its thickness. Reconstructed images of the spatial distribution of liquid water in the GDL at different time intervals were obtained. Figure 2 shows the reconstructed image of a slice in the middle of GDL during the purge. In the following, purge dynamics are discussed based on the liquid water saturation variation with time for this middle slice in GDL.

1. Figure 3a was obtained by subtracting the vacuum-saturated images of the GDL from the dry image. The gray color represents liquid water and the black color shows the presence of air.

2. Figure 3b was obtained by subtracting the images obtained after 2 min of purge from the vacuum-saturated image. The black color shows the area from where liquid water has been replaced by nitrogen after 2 min of purging. The gray shows the area where liquid saturation is not changed during 2 min of purge. The presence of white shows the portion of GDL that was initially (at the vacuum saturated state) filled with air and at the end of 2 min of purge, was filled with liquid water.

3. Figure 3c shows the additional water removed from the GDL after an additional 4 min of purge. Again black color is the result of additional water removal between 2 min and 6 min of purge process, whereas the gray color shows the portion of the GDL where saturation had not changed. The area from where liquid water has been removed in the first 2 min of purge appears gray.

4. Figure 3d shows liquid water removal from the GDL between 6 and 12 min of purge process. As seen from the figure, only a very small amount of liquid water has been removed from GDL in this time interval.

5. Figure 3e shows the liquid water removal between 12 and 25 min of purge process. Almost no water has been removed in this time interval of purge process. Fig. 3f compares the saturation inside GDL after 25 min of purge with that of dry GDL, and apparently GDL becomes almost dry after 25 min of purge process.
Figure 4 shows the liquid saturation profiles across the thickness of GDL with purge time. Liquid saturation distribution is plotted for the inner seven slices out of the 15 scanned slices in the GDL because of ring artifacts present in the GDL slices near the top and bottom edge of the GDL holder. Ring artifacts arise due to abrupt change in density and atomic number at the interface of Toray carbon paper and GDL holder. As seen from Fig. 4, liquid saturation decreases quickly during the first 6 min of the purge process but then slows.

A high-resolution, three-dimensional map of liquid water saturation in the inner seven slices of GDL was obtained using the image analysis software, ImageJ. First, a volume was rendered using the stack of the inner seven slices and then cut diagonally to see the liquid water clusters along the thickness direction. Figure 5 shows the distribution of liquid water along the thickness direction after vacuum saturation and 2 min of purge. The white color in the GDL portion shows liquid water whereas black color shows air. For clarity, a top view of rendered volume along with the cutting plane is shown in the inset. Similar high resolution, three-dimensional maps of liquid water saturation were obtained for later stages of purge and can be found in Ref. 22. As seen from these figures, initially the liquid water forms a connected cluster that spans the entire GDL. As the drying front moves into the GDL, it erodes the liquid cluster and produces isolated liquid water clusters. The liquid water can be removed from such disconnected clusters only by evaporation. Because, in the present experiments, the GDL holder and the nitrogen gas are at the same temperature, evaporation is not a dominant water removal mechanism. This decreases the water removal rate.

Conclusions
We have explored the possibility of using X-ray microtomography to quantify liquid water distribution in a PEM fuel cell. Liquid water saturation distributions along the GDL thickness were obtained as a function of time for a gas purge process. It was found that liquid water saturation in the GDL can be quantified with sufficient resolution using X-ray microtomography and three-dimensional liquid water saturation maps can provide important insight into the transport of liquid water in GDL. A detailed investigation of purge process and effect of various operating parameters on it using X-ray microtomography is ongoing and will be published in the future.

Table I compares the X-ray imaging to neutron imaging and MRI. As shown from Table I, X-ray microtomography is uniquely suited to quantify the liquid water saturation in porous layers of a PEM fuel cell. We plan to investigate liquid water transport and related phenomena in an operating fuel cell using X-ray microtomography.

The ability of X-ray microtomography in resolving samples ~10 μm thick opens exciting possibilities to quantify liquid water
saturation in the catalyst layer (~10 μm) as well as in the MPL (30–50 μm). However, despite its initial promise, X-ray microtomography technique requires much more development and refinement for the application to fuel cells. Presently, ring artifacts are observed in the top and bottom slices, which are in contact with the GDL holder. Slices with these artifacts cannot be used for further image processing; hence measures must be devised to eliminate or reduce these artifacts. In the present study, results were presented here with a voxel size of 13.4 μm in the thickness direction. A further improvement in the resolution of X-ray microtomography down to 1–5 μm is preferred in quantitative studies of liquid water distribution in catalyst layer and MPL.
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